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Grover said. Obvious idea that actually works No. I will agree with your harshest criticism, accept your
gloomiest predictions. You've got all the time in the world to get really, really good, not just at sex in general,
but at having sex with your one particular husband. Created with Sketch. Assuming you married someone
intelligent enough to like you and sane enough to let you put a ring on it, trust that they are self-aware enough
to know when they screwed up. At the same time, new evidence keeps piling up that few things are as good
for life, limb and liquidity as staying married. Even as fewer people are marrying, the disadvantages of
remaining single have broad implications. But going into it with divorce in the back of your mind, even in the
way way way back of your mind, is going to cause a lot of unnecessary angst. You tend to think in "ifs" and
"thens" even when you've publicly committed to forever. They claim that the happiest folks are those getting
the most sex Another sex study at Queens University in Belfast, Northern Ireland, published in The British
Medical Journal in studied 1, married men over a ten year period. And I don't care. Experts in the field of
relationships. Vulnerability is a prerequisite for intimacy. And she, the swearer of the pact, knows this. Not so.
Get Married And Stay Married. All of this would be academic, of course, without a reasonably unobstructed
route to Splitsville. Ups and downs ultimately don't matter, because the team endures. If you're a man, bitch to
your friends. If you're feeling stuck geographically or physically, you can confuse yourself into thinking you're
stuck romantically. Since people are staying healthy longer, they can be active much longer. Live in different
houses. Want More And Better Sex? We certainly haven't killed each other yet. Dan races bicycles.


